DELAWARE

PRODUCTS:
- All products containing any pseudoephedrine (PSE) and/or ephedrine (EPH). (DE Code 16 § 4740)

SALES LIMITS:
- No more than 9 g within a 30-day period (DE Code 16 § 4740);
- PSE and EPH may only be purchased in excess of the 9 g per 30-day sales limit by a pharmacy or retail establishment. (DE Code 16 § 4740)

SALES RESTRICTIONS:
- Sales to persons younger than 18 years old prohibited. (DE Code 16 § 4740)

ID REQUIREMENTS:
- Purchaser must produce photo ID showing date of birth (DE Code 16 § 4740);
- ID may only be checked by a licensed pharmacist, sales clerk or licensed pharmacy technician. (DE Code 16 § 4740)

RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS:
- Purchaser must sign written log or receipt showing the date of the transaction, name of the person, and the amount of such substance. This information must be retained for at least 12 months (DE Code 16 § 4740);
- Sale may only be recorded only by a licensed pharmacist, sales clerk or licensed pharmacy technician. (DE Code 16 § 4740)

PRODUCT PLACEMENT:
- EPH and PSE products may only be sold from behind a checkout counter, a pharmacy counter, or in a locked storage container where the public is not permitted. (DE Code 16 § 4740)

PENALTIES:
- Violations of sales limits and restrictions are a class A misdemeanor. (DE Code 16 § 4740)

OTHER:
- Although PSE or EPH have not been listed in any of the schedules of controlled substances, sales of PSE and EPH are restricted under the control substances act. (DE Code 16 § 4740)